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THE MONTH’S WEATHER SUMMARY
Temperature
Celsius (°C)

Fahrenheit (°F)

Actual

Average

Maximum

39

31.5

Minimum

19

22.4

Actual

Average

Maximum

102.2

88.7

Minimum

66.2

72.3

Rainfall
Millimeters

Inches

Days of rain

90

3.5

6

TOTAL SIGHTINGS
Lion

78

Leopard

92

Elephant

182

Buffalo

45

Cheetah

8

Cape hunting dog

28

KILL STATS
Lion

1 giraffe, 1 buffalo, 1 wildebeest, 1 waterbuck, 1 impala.

Leopard

9 impalas, 1 warthog, 1 duiker, 1 steenbok.

Cheetah

4 impalas.

Cape hunting dog

6 impalas.
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*AGES ARE APPROXIMATIONS
LIONS:
THE KAMBULA PRIDE = 19
3 ADULT FEMALES
3 ADULT FEMALES
3 CUBS
3 CUBS
2 CUBS
5 CUBS

± 5 YEARS 10 MONTHS
± 5 YEARS 7 MONTHS
7 MONTHS
6 MONTHS
5 MONTHS
4 MONTHS

MALAMALA, WESTERN FLOCKFIELD
(25 sightings)
When the Eyrefield pride occupied what is today ‘Kambula pride territory’ their seasonal
movements were consistent, year in and year out. During the dry months, from May to
November, the Eyrefield pride rarely strayed far from the banks of the Sand River. It’s a ‘time of
plenty’ for predators as high concentrations of game are forced to make their way down the
river’s banks in search of water. Then, as the rains came and filled up the once-dry and far-flung
pans, the prey would move further afield and so would the lions (usually further west). It
appears as though the Kambula pride’s seasonal movements will mirror that of their
predecessors. Of the 25 recorded sightings in January, only three were east of the Sand River.
All the pride members are in good health and the 13 cubs are growing quickly. We are, to some
degree, surprised that all the youngsters are still alive. On several occasions this month, when
viewing the pride, we counted only 10 or 11 cubs. Two or three would be missing even when all
six lionesses were present. Then, at the next sighting, they’d be back to thirteen. Our theory is
that with so many cubs to look after it may be easy for the lionesses not to notice when two go
missing. Let’s take a sighting from last month as an example. Below is an extract from our
‘MalaMala Today’ daily sightings report for the 12th of December, 2018:
“Over the last few days we’ve started to question whether or not too many cubs can be too much
to handle. 4 of the Kambula lionesses, a Gowrie male and 11 of the cubs were resting to the west
of Styx Rocks. When it was time to get going the adults upped and left with the cubs following
behind... all except 2, from the youngest litter. They hesitated and then stayed put as the other
lions walked away. With so many cubs it’s easy to lose track and indeed the 2 youngsters’
absence went undetected. We’ll have to wait and see if the lionesses noticed and went back to
retrieve them.”
They did eventually reunite.
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THE STYX PRIDE = 11
1 ADULT FEMALE
1 ADULT FEMALE
1 ADULT FEMALE
2 SUB ADULTS
3 CUBS
3 CUBS
EYREFIELD
(14 sightings)

16 YEARS 0 MONTHS
11 YEARS 0 MONTHS
8 YEARS 0 MONTHS
2 YEARS 3 MONTHS
1 YEAR 11 MONTHS
1 YEAR 6 MONTHS

The recent movements of our longest serving group of lions, the Styx pride, have raised many eyebrows
here on MalaMala. We have been finding them is some rather unexpected places that are not only far
away from their core territory but well within another pride’s. More stress is the last thing that this
pride needs after barely scraping through a tumultuous chapter in their history.
In keeping with their movements during December, these lions were mostly viewed across MalaMala
and Flockfield but they also ventured into Charleston! One of the most noteworthy sightings occurred
on the 16th. Here is an extract from our ‘MalaMala Today’ daily sightings report for that day:
“The Gowrie males were, for the first time in over a year, viewed with the Styx pride! The pride had killed
a wildebeest in northeastern Flockfield on Wednesday when 2 of the males arrived on the scene. There
was the usual aggressiveness that accompanies any sighting of males barging in on a kill but other than
that the lions seemed comfortable enough with each other despite being apart for so long.”
The reunion, however, was brief and by the next day the males were back in Kambula pride territory.
To understand the movements of the Styx pride we need to go back a year to when the Gowrie males
shifted their attentions onto the Kambula pride and all but abandoned the Styx pride. Despite the
dominant males’ absence in the immediate area, their presence in the general area was initially enough
to keep other males at bay… until recently that is. A new coalition of three males has moved into the
land to our north. As a result, the Torchwood pride, Nkuhuma pride and the Styx pride all shifted south
and for while we were viewing these prides in uncomfortably close proximity to each other. Three’s a
crowd and with the imminent threat posed to the cubs by the male imposters came decision time and
the lionesses from the Styx pride had to act swiftly. We believe that their current and seemingly random
movements are the result of that decision; a deliberate attempt to flee out of harm's way.
This pride has jumped out of the frying pan and now they need to avoid the fire. They are effectively
refugees in hostile territory. The lack of sightings towards the month’s end, followed by the discovery of
a dead and unidentifiable lion in the Tjellahanga River on the 31st, has raised concerns. The Styx pride
has already stood the test of time and we’re optimistic that they’ll keep on standing for years to come.
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THE EYREFIELD PRIDE = 4+
1 ADULT FEMALE
1 ADULT FEMALE
2+ CUBS

11 YEARS 7 MONTHS
6 YEARS 11 MONTHS
0 MONTHS

CHARLESTON
(6 sightings)
We have good news to report this month! On the 30th it was discovered that the older lioness had given
birth along the Sand River near Flat Rocks. Only one cub, roughly three days old, was seen but at least
one more could be heard. According to our game viewing protocol, the area was consequently closed.
The litter will remain ‘out of bounds’ until they’re a bit older.
This will be the pride’s second attempt at rebuilding after they lost a litter last year.
Both lionesses were viewed with a waterbuck kill on the 20th.
THE MARTHLY PRIDE = 1
1 ADULT FEMALE
MARTHLY, MALAMALA

5 YEARS 7 MONTHS

(5 sightings)
The last surviving member of the Marthly pride reappeared on our radar this month. She did appear to
be pregnant. All five sightings of her were in the general area of Matumi Rocks and we suspect that she
may be seeking a suitable den in which to give birth.
On the 10th she was seen feeding on an impala kill at the aforementioned rocks.
THE FOURWAYS PRIDE = 6
1 ADULT FEMALE
2 SUB ADULT MALES
2 SUB ADULT FEMALES
1 YOUNG MALE
EASTERN FLOCKFIELD, EASTERN CHARLESTON

UNKNOWN AGE
3 YEARS 2 MONTHS
3 YEARS 2 MONTHS
UNKNOWN AGE

(0 sightings)
There were no sightings of this pride in January.
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THE GOWRIE MALES = 3
1 ADULT MALE
± 8 YEARS 1 MONTH
2 ADULT MALES
± 7 YEARS 1 MONTH
EYREFIELD, MALAMALA - DOMINANT OVER THE STYX PRIDE AND THE KAMBULA PRIDE
First encounter: September 2015.
(24 sightings)
We have already spoken of the news that this coalition was viewed with the Styx pride for the first time
in over a year. Other than that, and the possibility that they have sired a litter with the Marthly lioness,
it was business as usual. They spent the vast majority of their time with the Kambula pride and they
continued to mate with the two lionesses that do not have cubs.
THE AVOCA MALES = 2
2 ADULT MALES
CHARLESTON
(5 sightings)

± 5 YEARS 11 MONTHS

This up-and-coming coalition fathered the new litter of cubs born into the Eyrefield pride. These two
males appear to be in firm control of southern Charleston following the lengthy absence of the
Mantimahle males. If this persists then they have a real chance of providing a stable safe haven in which
the Eyrefield pride can raise their cubs.
THE CHARLESTON MALES = 2
2 ADULT MALES
CHARLESTON
(0 sightings)

7 YEARS 8 MONTHS

There were no confirmed sightings during the report period.
Other Lions Encountered:
•

The Torchwood pride (8 sightings): This month we recorded our highest ever sightings tally of
this pride. All sightings were in the eastern half of Eyrefield. They killed a giraffe in the Split Rock
Donga on the 17th and had over 20 hyenas for company. A few days later they were pushed off
the kill by a Talamati male lion.
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIONS ENCOUNTERED

50 (20 cubs)
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LEOPARDS:
THE PICCADILLY FEMALE
MALE CUB

5 YEARS 1 MONTH
1 YEAR 1 MONTH

WESTERN EYREFIELD, MARTHLY
Daughter of the Kikilezi female, independent first quarter of 2016
(15 sightings)
All sightings were of the Piccadilly female. There were no sightings of the cub… On top of that, we
viewed the Piccadilly female mating with the Senegal Bush male (the cub’s father) on several occasions.
The whereabouts and wellbeing of the cub remain a mystery. Did he become independent prematurely?
Is he still alive? All we can say for sure is that the last recorded sighting of him was at the end of January
and he was in the company of his father.
THE ISLAND FEMALE
5 YEARS 11 MONTHS
2 CUBS
5 MONTHS
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD, WESTERN AND CENTRAL MALAMALA
Daughter of the Tamboti female, independent first quarter of 2015
(20 sightings)
The Island female and her cubs were our most viewed leopards this month. The vast majority of
sightings had all three leopards together as the trio provided guests and rangers alike with many a
memorable moment. However, the month ended on an ominous note as only one cub was present
during the last three sightings. It is not totally uncommon for a young cub to go AWOL for a short period
of time. We’ll have to wait and see what next month brings.
THE EMSAGWENI FEMALE
MALE CUB
FEMALE CUB
MALAMALA
(10 sightings)

9 YEARS 1 MONTH
1 YEAR 1 MONTH
1 YEAR 1 MONTH

The Emsagweni female continues to do an admirable job of raising her two rapidly growing cubs. They
were viewed separately for most of the month but all three were viewed together on the 19th near
Fourways Open Area and on the 29th when they had a steenbok kill near Wild Dog Rocks Open Area.
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THE LOOKOUT FEMALE
8 YEARS 11 MONTHS
FEMALE CUB
1 YEAR 3 MONTHS
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD, NORTHERN CHARLESTON
(7 sightings)
The Lookout female herself accounted for six of the seven sightings this month. Her female cub was only
seen once, near Styx Crossing on the 22nd, and she was not with her mother. Last month we mentioned
that, due to recent observations, we believed the cub was within a month or two of being ushered into
independence. Well, it would appear that the milestone might be reached even sooner than expected, if
it has not been passed already.
THE THREE RIVERS FEMALE
2 YEARS 9 MONTHS
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD, WESTERN MALAMALA
Daughter of the Kikilezi female, orphaned on May 22nd, 2017
(7 sightings)
This much-admired young leopard continues to spend most of her time within a kilometre to the west,
north, and east of Rattray’s Camp.
THE SIBUYE FEMALE
5 YEARS 1 MONTH
1 CUBS
1 YEAR 1 MONTH
WESTERN EYREFIELD, MARTHLY
Daughter of the Kikilezi female, independent first quarter of 2016
(2 sightings)
There were two sightings of the Sibuye female along the Mlowathi River this month. Reports from our
neighbours to the north suggest that her cub is alive and well.
THE DAUGHTER OF THE TAMBOTI FEMALE
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD, WESTERN MALAMALA
Orphaned in mid-2018
(5 sightings)

1 YEAR 3 MONTHS

This orphaned youngster was viewed on five occasions this month and all of them were in the vicinity of
Princess Alice Pans. She has done well to survive thus far and she’ll need her luck to continue with the
increased presence of the Kambula pride and Gowrie male lions in that area.
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THE FLOCKFIELD FEMALE
DAUGHTER
EASTERN FLOCKFIELD, EASTERN CHARLESTON
(0 sightings)

14 YEARS 9 MONTHS
2 YEARS 0 MONTHS

There were no sightings of either of these two leopards this month.
THE TEARDROP FEMALE
2 CUBS
SOUTHERN CHARLESTON
(2 sightings)

8 YEARS 9 MONTHS
2 MONTHS

The Teardrop female has given birth to a litter of two cubs. They were discovered at the beginning of the
month in a rocky den just south the Charleston Flockfield Boundary and west of its shortcut to Jock
Walk. The cubs were estimated to be roughly six weeks old.
THE NDZILO FEMALE
FEMALE CUB
SOUTHWESTERN CHARLESTON

6 YEARS 0 MONTHS
1 YEAR 9 MONTHS

(0 sightings)
The daughter reached independence in October 2018.
There were no sightings of these leopards on our reserve this month.
THE XIVINDZI FEMALE
SOUTHERN CHARLESTON

2 YEARS 1 MONTH

(2 sightings)
Daughter of the Teardrop female. Gained independence in June 2018.
This young female and her sister (the Xivati female) previously featured in our game reports as the
daughters of the Teardrop female. Since gaining independence and being named by the rangers from
Kirkman’s Kamp, the Xivindzi female has spent much of her time along the Sand River, east of Flat Rocks
while her sister moved further south. For this reason, we have given the Xivindzi female a spot in our
monthly reports. She was viewed in Ingwe Donga this month with both a duiker and an impala kill.
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THE SENEGAL BUSH MALE
6 YEARS 4 MONTHS
WESTERN EYREFIELD, MARTHLY, WESTERN MALAMALA
Brother of the Quarantine male leopard from the North
(15 sightings)
The Senegal Bush male was our most viewed male leopard this month, by a long shot! As mentioned
earlier, he was seen mating with the Piccadilly female on several occasions. We viewed him having a
brief standoff with an aging male leopard south of Sable Camp on the 7th. The withered intruder posed
no real threat and the Senegal Bush male let him be. He was also found with two impala kills; one on the
4th and another on the 16th.
THE ACCIPITER MALE
EASTERN MALAMALA, EASTERN FLOCKFIELD
(2 sightings)

± 8 YEARS 5 MONTHS

The Accipiter male continues to maintain a low profile despite the fact that his entire territory falls
within our boundaries. He was spotted in the Hogvaal Donga on the 2nd and then again in Kapen Open
Area on the 24th.
THE SPLIT ROCK MALE
4 YEARS 7 MONTHS
FLOCKFIELD, CHARLESTON
Son of the Ostrich Koppies female, independent latter half of 2015
(0 sightings)
There were no recorded sightings in January.
THE INYATINI MALE
MALAMALA, FLOCKFIELD
(0 sightings)

± 10 YEARS 6 MONTHS

There were no sightings of this leopard on our reserve this month.
THE WEST STREET MALE

9 YEARS 9 MONTHS

CHARLESTON
(1 sighting)
There was only one sighting of the embattled West Street male. He was seen killing a warthog in Ingwe
Donga only to have it stolen by a hyena.
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Other leopards encountered:
•

An unidentified male was spotted near Stwise on the 4th.

•

The unidentified old male that was seen with the Senegal Bush male was viewed on three other
occasions.

•

Two unidentified and skittish females were viewed in western Flockfield.
TOTAL NUMBER OF LEOPARDS ENCOUNTERED

23 (6 cubs)

CHEETAH
Eight cheetah sightings were recorded this month during which we viewed a total of four individuals.
The first sighting was of a female near Paddy’s Pools on the 4th. A male was seen in Clarendon Open
Area on the 6th. The remaining six sightings were of a male and female sub-adult pair. They were first
found on the 14th when we watched them hunt and kill an impala in Piccadilly Triangle. They were next
seen viewed midway along our boundary with the Kruger National Park. Two sightings were then
recorded in the vicinity of our airstrip where another impala fell victim to the fastest mammal on land.
They rounded off the month with back-to-back impala kills on the afternoon of the 30th. The first young
antelope was caught near Mlowathi Koppies and the other, an hour later, in front of MalaMala Camp.
TOTAL NUMBER OF CHEETAH ENCOUNTERED

4

CAPE HUNTING DOGS
We have had a truly remarkable run of Cape hunting dog sightings over the last five months. We
recorded 22 sightings in September, a whopping 39 in October, 23 in November, 25 in December and
now, 28 sightings in January. In December we viewed about 49 individuals and this month, roughly 45. It
may not sound impressive at first but take into account that there are an estimated 450 animals in
South Africa. So, over the last two months, we’ve basically seen 10% of the entire country’s population
on MalaMala Game Reserve.
With so many of these vast ranging predators on the reserve, it’s been difficult to keep track of who’s
who. There have been sightings numbering 5, 6, 8, 9, 12 and 14 individuals. We witnessed at least one
frenzied altercation between two packs in Piccadilly Triangle on the 31st when both packs went after the
same herd of impala. It wouldn’t be a stretch to assume that more ‘inter-pack’ interactions took place,
perhaps resulting in some members changing ‘teams’. In short, and this is only an educated guess, we
believe we viewed at least five different packs this month.
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TOTAL NUMBER OF CAPE HUNTING DOGS ENCOUNTERED

+- 45

CAPE BUFFALO AND ELEPHANTS
There were a total of 182 elephant sightings and 45 buffalo sightings. Elephants were everywhere, big
herds and impressive bulls. You couldn’t miss them if you tried! The rains also lifted the levels of the
water in the Sand River and we enjoyed many a sighting of elephants frolicking in it. 2018 was probably
our worst year of buffalo sightings following the drought of 2016. Even then, the middle of summer has
never really been prime buffalo season on the reserve (winter normally draws in the big herds). We only
viewed one small herd along the Mlowathi River. The other sightings were all of buffalo bulls, scattered
across the reserve.

OTHER INTERESTING SIGHTINGS
•

•

Sable antelope sightings aren’t normally recorded in the height of summer and so we were
pleasantly surprised to have enjoyed two sightings in December and even more surprised to
have recorded one this month! A lone bull in eastern Flockfield on the 3rd.
Hyena activity is not something that we often mention in our reports despite the fact the there
is a very healthy population on the reserve. We often see them in one or twos as they trail a
pack of Cape hunting dogs or lurk beneath a leopard in a tree with its kill. But every now and
then we get reminded of just of big the clan sizes are. One such occurrence was mentioned
earlier in this report when the Torchwood pride killed a giraffe and over 20 hyenas gathered
nearby. The hyena den east of F-Bend Open Area was also active.
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